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TPSMA based Sensor Node Redeployment for
Mobile Wireless Sensor Networks
H. Zainol Abidin, N.M. Din, N.A.M Radzi
used. In dynamic sensor nodes placement for
homogeneous WSN with mobile sensor nodes, only mobile
sensor nodes are deployed randomly. These sensor nodes will
move from the initial position where they were placed
randomly in the monitoring area to fulfil the design objectives
which is known as redeployment process.

Abstract—Randomly deployed mobile sensor nodes sometimes
could not fulfill the requirements of a Wireless Sensor Network
(WSN) of having a maximum coverage and minimum energy
consumption. Thus, an effective mechanism is needed to ensure
that the mobile sensor nodes are moved to the new positions that
would be able to provide substantial maximum coverage with
minimum moving distance. This paper suggests the used of
Territorial Predator Scent Marking Algorithm (TPSMA) for
redeployment of mobile sensor nodes. TPSMA was originally
used for static sensor node placement. Two single objective
approaches are studied in this paper that includes TPSMA with
minimum moving distance and TPSMA with maximum coverage.
The performances of the mobile WSN redeployed with the two
TPSMA approaches are evaluated and compared with WSN
redeployment using Genetic Algorithm (GA). Simulation results
significantly show that TPSMA performs better than the GA for
mobile sensor nodes redeployment.

Since most WSN can have large number of nodes, the task
of selecting the positions of the sensor nodes for an optimal
designed network can be very complex. Therefore,
metaheuristics seem to be an interesting option to solve this
problem [2]. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Genetic
Algorithm (GA) based algorithms are mostly applied for
sensor node placement. PSO which was introduced by
Kennedy and Eberhart [3] in 1995 is a computational method
that optimizes a problem by iteratively trying to improve a
candidate solution with regard to a given measure of quality. It
was inspired by social behaviour of bird flocking or fish
schooling. PSO optimizes a problem by having a population of
candidate solutions which are represented by particles that are
moving around in the search-space according to simple
mathematical formula over the particle's position and velocity.
The movements of the particles are guided by their own best
known position in the search-space as well as the entire
swarm's best known position. The process is repeated until a
desired solution is discovered. PSO particles converge to their
own history best positions and group history best positions
that will limit the search range of particles [4]. However, PSO
has the disadvantage of local minima [5] and computational
time coming as big constraints [6]. Some of PSO based
algorithms for sensor node redeployment are Virtual Force
Directed Co-Evolutionary PSO (VFCPSO) [7], traditional
PSO [8], PSO with learning automata (PSO-LA) [6], Particle
Swarm Frog Leaping Hybrid Optimization Algorithm [9] and
Intelligent Single Particle Optimizer (ISPO) [4].

Keywords—TPSMA, mobile, redeployment, sensor node,
wireless sensor networks

I.

Introduction

The positions of sensor nodes in a Wireless Sensor
Network (WSN) affect the coverage and the energy
consumption of a WSN. Proper sensor node placement should
be deployed to ensure that the positions would be able to give
considerable maximum coverage with lower energy
consumption because these two aspects are influenced by the
distance between two sensor nodes. The coverage and energy
consumption are two conflicting objectives. If the two sensor
nodes are placed too far, bigger coverage could be achieved
but the energy consumption will be higher due to longer data
transmission and vice versa [1].
Sensor node placement can be divided into two types that
are known as dynamic placement and static placement.
Dynamic placement may involve both homogeneous and
heterogeneous sensor nodes while static placement involves
homogeneous WSN where only stationary sensor nodes are

Works presented in [10-15] propose sensor node
placement algorithms that are based on GA. GA is a search
and optimization algorithm that mimics the process of natural
selection [16]. GA belongs to the larger class of Evolutionary
Algorithms (EA), which generate solutions to optimization
problems using techniques inspired by natural evolution, such
as inheritance, mutation, selection, and crossover. The
evolution usually starts from a population of randomly
generated chromosomes and it is then
iteratively being
processed. The population in each iteration is called a
generation where in each generation, the fitness of every
individual in the population is evaluated. The fitness is usually
the value related to the objective function in the optimization
problem to be solved. The more fit chromosomes are
randomly selected from the current population. Each
chromosome will go through the mutation, crossover and
selection processes to form a new generation. The new
generation of candidate solutions is then used in the next
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iteration of the algorithm. Commonly, the algorithm
terminates when either a maximum number of generations has
been produced or a satisfactory fitness level has been reached
for the population. However, GA prone to premature
convergence phenomenon and difficult to ensure accuracy [4]
because it starts from population of random solutions and
recombines and mutates them with aim to be improved
without taking into account the specificity of the problem [2].

START

Determine f1 and f2 for all sensor nodes positions

no

Is termination
criteria met?
yes

Mark location that meet the design objective, Lmarked

This paper presents a mobile sensor node redeployment
based on Territorial Predator Scent Marking Algorithm
(TPSMA) which was previously applied for static sensor node
placement in [17-20]. The next section will further elaborate
the TPSMA used in mobile WSN redeployment followed by
our network model and problem formulation in Section III.
Performance evaluation is then presented in Section IV while
Section V concludes the paper.

Does location i
= Lmarked?
yes

yes

Location
matched

no

Is there any
other location?
no
Marked location is not found

II.

TPSMA for Sensor Node
Placement

END

TPSMA was inspired by the behaviour of a territorial
predator in scent marking their territory. Territorial predators
such as tigers and bears defend certain areas from other
species based on certain factors such as food sources. Most
predators scent mark a sign to show the boundaries of their
territory [21]. Scent is usually marked through urination,
defecation, rubbing parts of the body such as the chin and legs,
scratches and destruction of vegetation, for example, tigers
mark trees by spraying urine and cats rub their face and their
flanks against objects. Scent matching allows animals to
distinguish residents from intruders by recognizing their smell
through sniffing [22]. TPSMA was first introduced in [20] for
static sensor node placement. Table I tabulates the sensor node
placement algorithm phases inspired by the scent marking
behaviour. The territory of a sensor node can be scent marked
based on a design objective such as maximum coverage,
minimum uniformity, minimum energy consumption and
others. This is done based on the scent marking behaviour
where normally predator will scent mark the area due to
certain factors such as food resources. Sensor node will be
placed based on their marked territories that imitate the scent
matching behaviour. Fig. 1 illustrates the flow chart of the
TPSMA based sensor node placement.
TABLE I.

Figure 1.

III.

Optimized positions of sensor nodes
are marked based on the design
objectives
Sensor nodes identify the marked
positions and move to the marked
positions

Network Model and Problem
Formulation

A monitoring area is divided into a number of small square
tiles called monitoring locations which are also the potential
locations of sensor nodes. Thus, the number of monitoring
locations is equal to the number of potential locations for
sensor node. Each monitored location can only be equipped
with one sensor node. The centre of each square tile is
considered as the monitoring point and may be monitored by
more than one sensor node. The area is assumed to be obstacle
free. The covering area of a sensor node is assumed to be a
circular area with a radius of RS that represents the sensing
range. Monitoring points that are located within that circle is
considered covered by the sensor node. At least one sensor
node must be able to cover a monitoring point. Sensor nodes
are homogeneous mobile sensor nodes where all sensor nodes
will have similar RS and communication range, RC. The
number of sensor nodes must not exceed the number of
monitoring locations.
There are two constraints of this optimization problem as
indicated by equations (1) and (2). First, the distance between
any two sensor nodes must not exceed their RC and there must
be at least a path from the sensor node to the sink node to
ensure connectivity. Only one sensor node can be placed in
each monitoring location. The monitoring locations are
marked with x(p) as follows to indicate whether the location is
equipped with a sensor node or not.

SENSOR NODE PLACEMENT BASED ON TPSMA

Sensor Node Placement

Flowchart of the TPSMA based sensor node placement

Biological Scent Marking
Behaviour
Predator marks the area
based on the food resources
Predator scent matching
behaviour through sniffing

1 if location p has a sensor node
x( p )  
otherwise
0

2
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 d ( si , si1 )  RC , i  1,2,..., N 

const    i  1,
i  1,2,..., N 
 x( p)  0,
p  1,2,..., M 


The objective function of TPSMA-Coverage, f2 is the sum
of covered points, NCovered:

(2)

f 2  NCovered 

where

IV.

N = number of sensor nodes
αi = Number of sensor nodes from sensor node i to the
sink node in multi-hop communication

A.

d(si,si-1) = Euclidean distance between two sensor nodes

TPSMA-Moving Distance

The first approach is called TPSMA-Moving Distance
which is aiming at the shortest moving distance of the sensor
nodes from the initial positions when it is randomly deployed
to the optimized positions. The objective function of TPSMAMoving Distance is derived as shown in equations (3) and (4).

Performance Evaluation

Simulation Network Model

A monitoring area with 60m x 60m dimension is divided
into 144 equal width monitored locations. Centre of each
monitored location is called the monitoring points.

(3)

Simulation Results

where

B.

Movementi = Moving distance for each sensor node

Simulation results of mobile WSN redeployed with
TPSMA sensor node placement algorithm are compared with
results produced by a mobile WSN redeployed with GA
because they are presenting the same network scenario and
GA is also widely used for mobile WSN redeployment.

d(siI,siF) = Euclidean distance between initial position of
sensor node i and final position of sensor node i
The objective function of TPSMA-Moving Distance, f1 is
the average of moving distance for each sensor node,
MovementAve:

Fig. 2 depicts the coverage ratio of WSN deployed using
TPSMA-Moving Distance and GA-Moving Distance. Based
on the figure, it can be seen that the coverage ratio of GAMoving Distance is slightly higher compared to TPSMAMoving Distance. 22 sensor nodes are needed by TPSMAMoving Distance compared to GA-Moving Distance which
needs 18 sensor nodes for full coverage. GA-Moving Distance
offers higher coverage ratio because TPSMA-Moving
Distance gives lower average moving distance compared to
GA-Moving Distance as illustrated in Fig. 3. TPSMA offers
lower moving distance because TPSMA evaluate the location
from the beginning while GA starts from random solutions
where they are recombined and mutated among them. Thus,
the solutions provided by GA might not be the most optimum
solution. Although, the TPSMA-Moving Distance gives lower
coverage ratio, the difference is only around 2%. On the other
hand, TPSMA-Moving Distance managed to outperform the
average moving distance of GA-Moving Distance on average
by 11% as shown in the Fig. 3. Thus, it can be concluded that,
TPSMA-Moving Distance would be able to reduce the energy
consumption and hence lengthen the lifetime of the sensor
nodes.

 Movement

f1  MovementAve : iN
B.

(6)

Performance of the mobile WSN redeployed using
TPSMA is observed in terms of the coverage ratio and the
average moving distance. The coverage ratio is a ratio of
number of covered monitoring points to the total monitoring
points in the monitoring area. The monitoring area is
considered fully covered if the ratio is 1. The average moving
distance shows the average distance travelled by each sensor
node from the initial position to the optimized position. The
moving distance affects the energy consumption where if the
sensor node moves further, the energy consumption will also
increase due to mobility energy.

Two single objective approaches of TPSMA for mobile
sensor node redeployement are studied in this paper known as
TPSMA-Moving Distance and TPSMA-Coverage.

Movementi  d (siI , siF )

p

The performance of the mobile WSN deployed with
TPSMA is evaluated through simulation study which has been
carried out by using MATLAB.

M = number of monitoring points

A.

 NCovered

pM

i

(4)

N

TPSMA-Coverage

The second approach is known as TPSMA-Coverage
where the objective is to move the sensor nodes to the
positions that give the maximum coverage. Equations (5) and
(6) derive the objective function for TPSMA-Coverage.

1 d ( si , m p )  RS
NCovered p  
otherwise
0

(5)

where
NCoveredp = Coverage for each monitoring point
d(si,mp) = Euclidean distance between sensor node i and
monitoring point p
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Average moving distance of mobile sensor nodes in a
WSN deployed with TPSMA-Coverage and GA-Coverage is
presented in Fig. 5. The trend of the graph shows that the
average moving distance of the sensor nodes are decreasing as
the number of sensor nodes increase. This is because as the
number of sensor nodes increase, the sensor nodes does not
need to move further because there are more sensor nodes to
cover the monitoring area. As can be seen, the average moving
distance of each mobile sensor node of WSN deployed with
TPSMA-Coverage is higher compared to GA-Coverage. On
average there is a difference around 13% between these two
algorithms. TPSMA-Coverage moved further compared to
GA-Coverage because it offers higher coverage ratio as shown
in the Fig. 4. This is because, sensor nodes will need to move
further in order to maximize the coverage area. It is proven
now that there is a trade-off between the coverage of the WSN
and the moving distance of the sensor nodes.

Coverage Ratio vs. Number of Sensor Nodes
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Figure 2. Coverage ratio of TPSMA-Moving Distance and GA-Moving
Distance.
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Figure 4.

Average moving distance of TPSMA-Moving Distance and GAMoving Distance.

Coverage ratio of TPSMA-Coverage and GA-Coverage.

Average Moving Distance vs. Number of Sensor Nodes

Fig. 4 exhibits the coverage ratio of WSN deployed using
TPSMA and GA with maximum coverage ratio objective
function. It can be seen that the coverage ratio produced by
TPSMA-Coverage is higher than GA-Coverage. With 10
sensor nodes, TPSMA-Coverage is able to provide 0.96
coverage ratio compared to GA-Coverage which is able to
cover 0.90 of the area. TPSMA-Coverage offers full coverage
by deploying 14 sensor nodes compared to GA-Coverage
which needs 18 sensor nodes. Thus, the deployment cost for
full coverage WSN can be reduced by 22% compared to GACoverage. In short, it can be said that the deployment of
TPSMA is considered cost effective even though the main
objective is to provide maximum coverage. TPSMA offers
higher coverage because TPSMA evaluate the location that
will give maximum coverage from the beginning while GA
starts from random solutions where they are recombined and
mutated among them. Thus, the solutions provided by GA
might not be the most optimum solution.
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Figure 5. Average moving distance of TPSMA-Coverage and GA-Coverage.
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Conclusion

TPSMA was previously used for static sensor node
placement. In this paper, TPSMA is used for mobile sensor
node redeployment where the mobile sensor nodes will move
to the positions determined by the TPSMA. Two single
objective TPSMA approaches were applied that are known as
TPSMA-Moving Distance and TPSMA-Coverage. The
performances of both TPSMA approaches are compared with
GA. Based on the simulation results, it can be seen that
TPSMA- Moving Distance have the shorter average moving
distance compared to GA-Moving Distance. However, the
coverage ratio is smaller due to shorter moving distance.
TPSMA-Coverage offers bigger coverage compared to GACoverage consequently the average moving distance is higher
in order to accommodate bigger coverage. From the
simulation results, it can be concluded that, TPSMA would be
able to give better solutions compared to GA. This is proven
where TPSMA-Moving Distance had a shorter movement
compared to GA-Moving Distance while TPSMA-Coverage
provide bigger coverage compared to GA-Coverage. It can
also be seen that there is a trade-off between the coverage and
moving distance where if the coverage is bigger, the moving
distance will become longer. Thus, a multi objective approach
could be developed in order to solve the trade-off between the
coverage and moving distance.
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